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WHY PHANTOMS?

As hockey adjusts for the upcoming winter session, we would like to offer the

Phantoms Winter Development Academy. The program is meant to

complement winter hockey, by developing players throughout the year and

giving them the extra coaching needed to meet their hockey goals. 

Phantoms is a spring hockey organization that prides itself on developing young

hockey players by providing them with an atmosphere full of competition,

enthusiasm, and fun. With experienced and passionate coaches, the Phantoms

have had tremendous success over the last 10 years, with graduating players on

to the next level. 

The Phantoms Winter Development Academy will start in October and run

through till March. 
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ADDITIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Stream 1: For players wanting both on and off-ice development.

Stream 2: For players wanting only on-ice development.

Being an additional program, ice times will be conducted in the mornings to

ensure there are no conflicts with the player's specific team schedule. Off-ice

development sessions will be conducted at the ICEBOX Training Center and

Skillz Facility. 

The Phantoms Winter Development Academy will have two streams:

COACHES

GRAHAM LANIGAN JESSIE TRESIERRA

The Phantoms Winter Development Academy will be coached by Graham

Lanigan and Jessie Tresierra. Both Graham and Jessie have several years of

coaching experience and are two of the head coaches for Phantoms Spring

Hockey teams. More information about the coaches can be found at

https://www.hockeyskillz.com/staff-facilities/.
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PROGRAM DETAILS

On-Ice Development Practices (17 hours)

Tuesdays (starting Oct. 1)

1 hour / per week ice time schedule

Ice times

6:30 - 7:30 am & 6:45 - 7:45 am

At Cardel South Arena

On-Ice Skill Practices (5 hours)

Skating, shooting and stickhandling. 

1 hour practices

Ice times

6:30 - 7:30 am & 6:45 - 7:45 am

At Cardel South Arena

On-Ice Testing Sessions (2 hours)

A preliminary test in October and a final test in February 

Off-Ice Dryland Sessions (10 hours)

All conducted at the ICEBOX and Skillz Facility.

Dryland will be scheduled between 5-8 pm on a routine

weekday night, or weekends onset times

Full Winter Academy Details     



Team Tactics Sessions - breakout, neutral zone regroups, zone entries,

cycling special teams.

Individual Skills Sessions - forechecking, tracking, angling, body

checking

Power Skating Sessions - stride extension, recovery, length, power and

acceleration

Shooting Sessions - hand positioning/grip, weight transfers, release

points, accuracy, quick release, catch and release, changing shooting

angles and shooting in motion.

Stickhandling Sessions - range of motion, quick hands, soft hands,

puck extensions, deception
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WHAT WE OFFER

ON-ICE COMPONENT

SPECIALIZED PRACTICES

SKILL TESTING
Players will be tested on speed, agility and transition skating, puck control

and stickhandling ability. There will be a baseline test (at the start of the

season) and a final test (at the end of the season). The results of the skill

testing will be analyzed by Skillz coaches and delivered back to the player.

SMALL AREA GAMES

Small area games help players experience increased puck touches,

repetitions and game interaction. Additionally, players will learn quick

decision making and how to play as a team.
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WHAT WE OFFER

OFF-ICE COMPONENT

SKILLZ FACILITY

Players signed up for the off-ice portion of the program will have access

to the Skillz Facility. The state-of-the-art facility has 2 Woodway Skating

Treadmills and a gallery for players to practice shooting. Players receive

personalized instruction and have the ability to develop their skills to the

next level.

Two of the main development tools at the Skillz Facility are the

Individual Skating Assessment and Individual Shooting Assessment.

Both assessments are designed to track and evaluate a player's strengths

and weaknesses. For the skating assessment, the coach will assess each

player in 8 different areas; posture, balance, coordination, stride

extension, stride recovery, cross-overs, acceleration, and power. For the

shooting assessment, the coach will analyze each player's posture,

balance, weight transfer, power, and accuracy.
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PROGRAM OPTIONS/PRICING

COMPLETE WINTER ACADEMY PROGRAM
17 On-Ice Development Practices (17 hours)

2 On-Ice Testing Sessions (2 hours)

5 On-Ice Skill Development Sessions (5 hours)

10 Off-Ice Dryland Sessions (10 hours)

COST = $950 + GST

__________________________________________________________________

ON-ICE ACADEMY PROGRAM
17 On-Ice Development Practices (17 hours)

2 On-Ice Testing Sessions (2 hours)

5 On-Ice Skill Development Sessions (5 hours)

Cost = $750 + GST

________________________________________________________________

  

PAYMENT PLAN OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE FOR ALL PROGRAMS


